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Who are we?
The Goulburn Broken CMA works with communities and government agencies to manage activities to protect and improve the
Catchment’s land, water and biodiversity.
This work is guided by the Goulburn Broken
Regional Catchment Strategy (RCS).
The current RCS emphasises building resilience in our biodiversity, land, water and
people. It recognises that the Catchment’s
communities fall within six broad geographical areas or socio-ecological systems (see
map), which share environmental, economic and social characteristics.
Goulburn Broken CMA staff support individuals, groups and communities in each of
these regions to identify and deliver natural
resource management (NRM) actions and
priorities. We then use this information to
influence government and other investors
to help shape policies and programs to
build the resilience of the Catchment’s natural resources and people.
 Biodiversity and Land Health – Carry out  The Tri-State Murray NRM Regional AlliWhat do we do?
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ance – six NRM agencies from Victoria,
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in the following broad program areas:
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 Statewide climate change adaption prioriWhere to next?
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 The $200 million Farm Water Program—
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 water policy reform
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for the future.
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hazard. Protect waterways through works pipeline include:
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